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INTERVIEW

„FREEDOM
U S E D TO B E A
H A R L E Y D AV I D S O N ,
T O D AY I T I S

TABLE
FOOTBALL!“

Rainer Maria Kresing, Kilian
Kresing and Christian Kawe
do not agree, when it
comes to whether the
world still can be saved.
However, they do agree
that it is their job to at least
make the world better.

A discussion about the
necessity of change,
responsibility and visions.
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If you had a joint dream, what would it look like?
RMK: In a time that is characterised by lethargy, I

a new office building, we ask the employees questions,

grammatic there. But we can contribute to certain topics

who will later work in it. We try to make the world a little

being seen and/or recognised, abstracted and changed.

What could you and your team particularly learn from?
RMK: I think, from what artists do. They all have free-

would wish that we simply do more instead of waiting.

more liveable – via private and public spaces, schools,

This applies for architecture and politics and society. We

nurseries, residential buildings, offices, shops or labora-

What does the perfect colleague at KRIESING look like for

must learn, how to better balance the creative thrill, and

hardly have any concepts and visions left. More sensua-

tories and universities.

this mission?

the structured service.

lity and willingness to act is needed.

Anyone can say what they think of the new Golf or

dom, because they are their own client. We architects

RMK: I am all for revolution, it’s a must: In our projects,

KK: You can also learn from travelling to other count-

the new iPhone. But if you ask: “What kind of school did

but also when it comes to young architects. I wish there

ries! In cities such as Singapore, Shanghai or Sydney,

see, we tend to hang them on projections. Sometimes

you go to?”, then people look at you aghast. Or if you

were more rebels. Even though Kilian would say that I

you can enjoy the freedom of architectural thinking –

we have even managed to fulfil these wishes.

ask your neighbour: “What do you think about the town

shouldn’t always come in with my “he must be passio-

sensational buildings have been built there, which

hall?” Then he answers: “What should I think about it, I

nate”, I say it anyway: an employee must be passionate

we can only look at enviously. Yet they are very inspira-

have only been there to get my passport until now.”

about the cause and sometimes want to be scandalous.

tional.

CK: If we relate pipe dreams to us directly, I would

KK: That’s right. In order to make an idea into a reality,
during a project, you have to find people, who go with
the flow… Perhaps a dream will come true for a customer

We want to create spaces for good stories. That

in Paris soon. Our design was too vague for him to start

convey something, that you like to tell again, and through

with, because we thought beyond the briefing. Ultima-

which you stay in the conversation.

tely, we talked about it again in more detail. Then, we

RMK: We want to change something with every

I miss that.
CK: It is a matter of type. If someone in our team
is confident to convince customers themselves, and
supervise their projects, then we are delighted. Everyone

What are the biggest adversaries to good, innovative and
enjoyable buildings?
KK: Fear on all sides. The architect is afraid, because

formulated a realistic vision from this and learnt: only a

project. It is not technically about, whether one design is

can develop with us, if they want to. That would also be

he wants to do the assignment well, the builder is afraid

crystal-clear vision can convince the city and investors,

more beautiful than the other. Our actions and behaviour

the ideal employee of the future: someone, who wants

it will be too expensive, the city is afraid that it is building

and make a dream come true. Now, we hope that our

must be valuable for the whole society.

to champion the defence in a storm. Yet, who also plays

something, that is too specific. Fear and striving for

fair in every position, and has team spirit.

security are stumbling blocks, because for every project,

vision will be convincing.

KK: Everyone wants to change something with their
work. A doctor wants to heal people, you (points to

Could you save the world?

KK: Exactly, if we want to attract people, that are so

there is always something that can get in the way. You

me with his hand) want to write texts, that people like

called makers, then we must also offer them a perspec-

can never give one hundred percent security. That is

to read and reflect on. We both have the task of

tive. This does not mean, that they have to be able to do

why trust is so important.

world. But, we should aspire to make it better. That is

creating something, that provides a certain value. The

everything alone. They must be willing to participate, and

why, our top priority in every project, is for it to increase

people should always be able to relate our buildings to

also sometimes take a risk. You can learn the rest. At the

yourself from this. However, you could also describe the

the quality of an environment or a city, and not be just

their lives.

CK: I don’t know whether it is our job to save the

any interchangeable new building.

RMK: As a revolutionary, you can’t disentangle

same time, a good team also needs people, who work in

many regulations to be considered, and official channels

RMK: We can also contribute to people learning to

a structured way, and calm down the wild bunch. That

that you have to follow today, during a building process,

KK: We always relate our designs to the world, by

see again. Seeing has something to do with recognition,

is why you can’t talk about “the employee”, rather – as

as adversaries. In China, a megacity will be built in 5

getting involved with the environment. When we build a

abstraction and implementation. This hardly happens in

Christian said – there are various types, that make up

years – here, it would not be finished in 50 years.

new residential complex, we talk to the neighbours. For

the digital world anymore. The reaction is still only pro-

the team, now and in the future.

→
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„We have the
responsibility to
do something
good for people.
Are builders in other countries less fearful?

CK: Maximum success does not mean maximum

KK: I know from experience, that the Dutch builders

profit. Of course, we want to earn money from it. Other-

are more courageous. There, the building doesn’t have to

wise we would be poor sales people. But, it is not a good

last at least 100 years, it will be renewed, when the ra-

development, that only a decreasing percentage of the

vages of time have taken their toll. But also, not only the

population can still afford to live in the city centre, in

time, but also the modern way of thinking. If something

developing cities.

is no longer contemporary, it must be adapted.
CK: That is also the case in Austria and Switzerland

KK: The cities and communities are too afraid to build
the properties themselves and take the financial risk.

– in the small countries, that you often more associate

Therefore, there is a great deal of potential there, and an

with idyllic mountain landscapes and cosy ski huts. In

urgent need for action.

relation to modern architecture, they are leading the

RMK: In architecture, too little has changed, while so-

way, that is very clear. Our size often makes us very

ciety has changed a great deal. The generations connect

sluggish.

differently. The question of pension schemes is changing. I prefer to avoid people my own age. One of the

It repeatedly penetrates our conversation: what is built

next tasks will be to rethink these isolated old people’s

and what the people actually want, is often worlds apart.

homes.

Are aesthetics and actual function not being considered
enough in our current building boom?
KK: That is a real phenomenon. The houses from the

Have architects forgotten to see normal people?
KK: In the 90s, architects often had the problem, that

post war period are better built, regardless of the energy

an office was only good, if it was large. Large offices

standard, than those of today. Although we are much

need lots of contracts. That is still in some people’s

better off today. Buildings are built increasingly faster

heads even today. But, does it help cities and their

and price sensitively. But if you only look at the profit,

citizens, if they have ten buildings, that all look the same,

then it won’t be great. If we are at the end of a project,

and have no good details?

then we have a look at it, and go through the following

RMK: We were taught, that the architect is the lawyer

points: the people feel comfortable. The builder is happy.

of the senses. This means, you can only gain knowled-

It looks beautiful and our account is not in the red. Ho-

ge via sensual experience. We must work for this. To do

wever, the account is the last point which we measure

this, we should take the builders with us from the start

our success by.

and comply with their needs and those of the peop-

That means that we
must not be selfish
and create monuments to ourselves.“

→

– Rainer Maria Kresing
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le. It doesn’t help to have a grey office complex, put a
football table in there, and say: ok, now our workplace
is a modern workplace. The football table is then what
the Harley Davidson was previously: freedom. But such
liberal thinking cannot be attached to status symbols. It
starts earlier, and creates an office, which shines from
the ground floor to the roof, from outside and inside: we
rethink here. To do this however, you have to trust us as
a builder. That is difficult, because many think, if they
don’t permanently look over our shoulder, then we will
blow the budget.
KK: Whether something is good or bad, whether people use it later or not, depends on basic trust. If that is
true, then the builders also see the result very differently.
RMK: We have the responsibility to do something

I still remember today, what my first assignment was

good for people. That means that we must not be selfish

like: the City museum in Münster. The diggers came in

and create monuments to ourselves. A few people do

and the old building was torn down. I stood there and

that, but we shouldn’t all be tarred with the same brush.

watched. My heart sank, because I was well aware of

However, that’s exactly what many builders and commu-

my responsibility towards the people of Münster and

nities think. That is why they are mistrustful.

my city. Now, my heart no longer sinks, but the sense of
responsibility, that remains. We don’t see it as an obliga-

How do you gain trust?
RMK: You must talk to each other, sometimes also fall
out, but then look at both sides: so, now it works, and we
architects can do it.
We are also respectful, when we intervene in a cityscape, and always want to achieve the best – sometimes even more.

tion, but rather a chance to make something better.

←
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THIS
SCHOOL
TA U G H T
US A

LES
SON

Head teacher Hanno
Bennemann developed
a new teaching concept
for his secondary school,
which focuses on the
individuality of the
children.
Visit a school that places
self-determination over
grades.
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N EU B AU D E S
SOS KINDERDORFES IN
DUSSELDORF
G A R AT H

THIS
SCHOOL
TA U G H T
US A

LES
SON
“KRESINGS understood what we
are about, and with the design,
created a place, that seamlessly
implements our teaching concept
into a building.”
		
		
		
		

E R T E I LT

Hanno Bennemann
headmaster of the Fourth
Aachen comprehensive
school
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Everyone has an opinion about education, especially on

the topic of school. The teachers at the Vierten Aachener

The euphoria, that he, his son Kilian and Thomas Vöge
felt in this school building project, right from the start, continued in further conversations with the headteacher. “The
concept is fundamentally different to other types of schools
that we know. Many people think, that our educational system is too complex, and we can’t change anything about
it anyway. But you can change something, if you have the
courage to do so, as here in Aachen. This lesson should be
the top priority”, says Kilian Kresing.

Gesamtschule also have a clear opinion, when it comes to
teaching content, learning reviews and schedules. However,
it did not stay as just an opinion in Aachen, instead, action
has been taken: teachers, parents and pupils developed a
new teaching concept.
It is Monday, shortly before ten o clock: Kilian Kresing,

Project Manager Thomas Vöge and Rainer Maria Kresing
are standing with the headmaster on the school campus in
Aachen. In the middle of the first long break, three architects
arrived. “This is what a design looks like, when it is lived in”,
says Rainer Maria Kresing smiling, and points to a group of

↑ In the new, modern and light sports hall, PE
lessons are twice as much fun.

pupils, who are playing round table tennis at one of the table
tennis tables. Decades later, he still frowns, when he thinks
back to how he had to sit in a grey classroom, and stare at
a one coloured blackboard. “Modern school concepts focus
on the pupils. This also offers the architecture more possibilities and chances to be better tailored to the people and be
freer and more controversial. I would have liked a school like
the Vierte Aachener Gesamtschule – as a pupil and later for
my children”, he says, convinced.

↑ Project Manager Thomas
Vöge talks to his team

FOURTH AACHEN COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL:

member Raúl Zini-Gerk and

Rebuilding and renovation of a further all-day

student assistant Christoph

school

Heufert.

Start of construction: 2014
Completion: 08/ 2016
Team: Thomas Vöge (Projektleiter), Raúl Zinni-Gerk, Matthias Povel, Rainer Maria
Kresing, Kilian Kresing, Timm Schlarmann, Tilo
Pfeiffer, Frank Küllertz, Wolfgang Jasper,

← On the redesigned campus,

Hubertus Holle

the long break can be used to
relax and play.

→

aachener-gesamt.schule
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LEARNING SUCCESS
CANNOT BE
D E T E R M I N E D BY
A NUMBER OF HOURS

At the end of the break, it gets quieter on the school
campus. “We can no longer assume, that all children learn
at the same speed”, starts Hanno Bennemann, to explain
the motivation for the new teaching concept of the Vierten
Aachener Gesamtschule. “We also cannot determine in a
curriculum, how many days we need to focus on grammar,
and how many hours we have for the topic of decimal frac-

WE THOUGHT
ON A CHILD
F R I E N D LY S C A L E

tions. The pupils always have varying needs, which is why
we have to use different methods to convey knowledge to
them. Every child has its interests, talents and perhaps even
concerns “, he says looking serious.
In the run up to the competition for the rebuild and renovation of the school, small teams of teachers, parents and

When passing through, you don’t notice that you are

pupils discussed the new mission statement for the com-

changing from the old to the new part. The flexibility of the

prehensive school in-depth, in workshops. In the end, above

rooms continues throughout the whole building, so that the

all, the desire for more freedom in day to day school life

children are given every freedom: although the break has

became clear. In future, the school should create a flexible

now been over for a long time, children are sitting in the light

environment, where this stand-alone idea can come to life.

corridors with their books. The specially designed learning

The thinking is flexible with regards to the group struc-

islands serve as a refuge, if they can’t find any peace and

ture for example: in addition to their classes, the pupils are

quiet in the class. “In the design, we thought on a child

divided into inter-year teams, and are assigned another

friendly scale above all: what should the school look like, so

reference person, alongside the class teacher: the learning

that it offers an individual learning atmosphere, where the

coach in the relevant learning office. This means that the

children feel comfortable? Each child has its own require-

teams can work together in the new lesson format, the

ments and preferred environment “, explains Thomas Vöge.

so-called learning office – a learning group, which gets to-

The classroom itself has floor-to-ceiling windows, to create

gether outside of the class. What is new about this learning

an open and friendly atmosphere. So, the design directly en-

office, is that older pupils coach the younger ones, and

ters into the individual content of the new guiding principle.

everyone can work together – at their own speed – inde-

For example, the joint start, where every child tells about

pendently, with interactive, multimedia and classic learning

their weekend, or says what went well or badly in the week

materials. The teams and their team leaders exclusively

until now. This joint discussion now fills the first half hour

come together in this form in the core subjects.

of every morning, before it continues with maths, German
or another subject. As every class decides for themselves,
how they want to start the day, the rooms are designed, so

← Seating areas and learning
islands in the light corridors,
enable learning even outside
of the classrooms.

that they can be continually adapted.
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T E AC H E R S C A F É
AND TEAM ROOMS
R E P L AC E T H E O L D
S TA F F R O O M

“The children spend many hours a day here. The school

BECOME A
FIXED ADDRESS
IN THE DISTRICT
Kilian Kresing still remembers well, how it was during

is their second home”, explains the headmaster. “And that

his school days, with the staff rooms. They seemed like

is exactly where we wanted to start: home is not only a pla-

another, colourless world to him, where you always felt like

ce for us, but also a feeling”, adds Kilian Kresing emphatical-

you were disturbing people. “And in my day, it was a place,

ly. Children should feel welcome and secure and see their

which smelt like stale cigarette smoke, and where we were

teacher as a team coach and mentor. That is why team

summoned, to be intimidated behind closed doors, if we

hout the district. Although the Vierte Aachener Gesamt-

rooms and a teacher’s café were designed, instead of just

had apparently done something bad”, remarks Rainer Maria

schule has been based on Sandkaulstraße since 2011, it

a staff room: that was an important step, to reduce fear of

Kresing with a critical glance.

was not a noteworthy address for its neighbours until now.

contact and hierarchies. This means that the pupils can see

“Of course, the teachers also need a refuge. With the

The school also wanted to spread this openness throug-

This should change. In future, the school should be integra-

at any time, whether the teacher is there, who they want

teacher’s café, we have created a place, where they feel

ted into the district like a campus. The sports hall, which is

to ask something. If he is in the team room, this means

comfortable, and can have a nice break”, explains Thomas

also used by the municipal sports club, was located directly

that he has time – for any concerns, large or small. Like a

Vöge, when we go past it. Sofas and small tables really

on the road, so that it forms a bridge from the neighbour-

trainer, who is always there for his team. The transparency

make it look like a café. Large windows make the room ap-

hood to the school premises.

between teachers and pupils should be said, thought and

pear open and inviting.

Arriving in the foyer, the project manager remembers:

seen. Open rooms were therefore a logical consequence, in

“we wanted to show directly, that this school is a place,

the implementation of the open and communicative guiding

which allows a great deal. That is why we designed the fo-

principle of the teaching concept of the school.

yer, so that it would become a focal point for in-school and

↑ Due to the light brick and the bronze aluminium windows, the school building seamlessly
blends into the overall image of the residential

extracurricular events, and you don’t just pass through it.”

area.

Regarded as complete, the rebuilding of the comprehensive school was a real project of the heart. This has also
been shown in many conversations with friends, acquaintances and colleagues, who – it seemed – all had their
own opinion on the topic: “from a certain point, we were so
involved that we no longer felt like “the architects”, but rat-

SIMILAR PROJECTS:

her wanted to support Hanno Bennemann with his cause,

Alexander-von-Humboldt comprehensive school

so that all the interests were considered – and it was worth

in Rüsselsheim a. M., 2022

it! Because it is exactly such progressive steps that our
society needs”, emphasises Kilian Kresing, “and we have a

ZT Konstanz – Center for Visual Computing of

burning desire to give spatial form to ideas that can have an

Collectives in Konstanz, 2020

effect.”

←

Martin-Luther-King comprehensive school in
Marl, 2019
SoN – Center for Soft Nanoscience in Münster,
2017
School centre Wolbeck in Münster

→
Glazed team rooms en-

Freiherr-vom-Stein academic secondary school

sure more transparency
in the school day.

→

kresings.com
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Mr Kresing, what colour was your childhood?
Green.

What do you like about the current architectural culture?
The analysis and discussion of the overdue departure for
new city structures, for example “make city”.

If you were the King of Germany tomorrow, what would you
change straight away?
Eliminate fear and jealousy and promote optimism.

Three words that describe your home:
relaxing, sensuousness, inspiration

RAINER
MARIA
KRESING

What time would you travel to with a time machine?
Out of curiosity I would like to travel to the 22nd Century.
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W H E R E P R E V I O U S LY
TA B L E T E N N I S B A L L S
W E R E M A N U FACT U R E D,
T O D AY, T H E

From the meeting room
you can hear Kilian
Kresing and Project
Manager Raúl Zinni-Gerk

IDEAS
OF
TOMORROW

laughing with their guest,
Jens Bormann. The mood
between the three of
them is relaxed, they have
now got to know each
other in many meetings.
Together, they are going
to fill a disused industrial
factory with life again.
Insight into the planning
of an office building,

ARE
C R E AT E D

which almost failed in the
first meeting.
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W H E R E P R E V I O U S LY
”When working together
TA B L E T E N N I S Bwith
A LKRESINGS,
LS
it is shown
that courageous and exW E R E M A N U F A Ccellent
T U Rresults,
E D , sometimes
need an uncomfortable
T O D AY, T H E
start.“

		Jens Bormann
		Founder of the MUUUH!
		Group

IDEAS
OF
TOMORROW
ARE
C R E AT E D
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↓ Brainstorming in the competition
department in Münster: Liana
Laios (centre) and the two
student assistants Marie Theres
Ausmann and Christoph

S

Shortly before the first meeting with KRESINGS, Jens

Heufert compile ideas in the
design phase.

Reinvigoration of a former factory hall – Company
headquarters for a start-up, which shapes the
customer management of the future.
Start of construction + completion: 2019
Team: Raúl Zinni-Gerk, Kilian Kresing, Quang Dao
Lê, Carina Bürger, Kai Binnewies

→

muuuh.de

In his own words however, Jens Bormann could not

Bormann was still on a tour of Europe. That’s what he called

“survive” a day without work, and so he set new goals

his goodbye trip, on which he bid farewell to around 6,000

even during the negotiating meetings. Two hours after the

employees. He and his friend from university Karsten Wulf,

last tour gig at the site in Münster, he started the kick-off

founded buw in 1993, at the kitchen table of their house

meeting for his next big plan, the MUUUH! Group. “If somet-

share in Osnabruck. For years, they and their team worked

hing went really well at buw, we always called out MUUUH

on making buw into Europe’s largest call centre service pro-

really loud. That stood for courageous and uncomfortable

vider, with 6,000 employees. In August 2016, the two foun-

and excellent, because I am convinced, that the orientation

ders sold the company operating in 16 locations with heavy

towards these values brought about our success. Just like

hearts, to the competitor convergys from Cincinnati.

the enjoyment of joint success”, says Jens Bormann.

“While we grew quickly, the world had developed even

MUUUH! GROUP

MUUUH! LEADS
THROUGH PERMANENT
CHANGE

Whilst finding a name was easy, the search for the

quicker. In the meantime, the customer requirements for the

perfect premises for the company was more difficult: “We

call centre service, became ever higher. The big compa-

want a cool headquarters, which outwardly represents the

nies want an international service provider for their custo-

creativity, of the work within. The charm and history of the

mer service”, says Jens Bormann. That is why, he and his

old factory did it for me. In addition, I wanted to stay in

partner reached the point where they had to decide: if they

Osnabruck. With the redesign of the Neumarkt, a new spirit

wanted to keep up, they had to grow quickly and at the

of optimism is tangible, and I want to join in with that”, ex-

same time equip themselves digitally. An enormous challen-

plains Jens Bormann. He had the former chemical factory on

ge for an owner managed medium sized enterprise. As they

Lotter Straße in mind for a long time, which had been empty

could not guarantee going down this path and still achieving

since 2010. While a new residential district was gradually

tennis balls were manufactured from celluloid, now people

growth, they decided to sell buw, and therefore put an end

emerging around the old industrial facade from 1897, the

will work, who exclusively deal with the digital world. The

to their personal success story for the time being.

factory remained untouched for a long time. Today, the plant

start-up designs, tests and further develops the customer

has ensemble protection. “Many shied away from the chal-

management of its clients. Jens Bormann would like to take

lenge, because it is easier to tear down something old, and

a big step into the future with his customers, and set an

completely rebuild it, than to redesign what is already there.

example, by him and his team accompanying you through

But I didn’t want that. I had other ideas.” After a great deal

the digital change. The young company is also dedicated

of consideration, Jens Bormann and his friend Elmar Grimm

to all phases of customer service: customer acquisition,

bought the property as shareholders of Hageloft GmbH.

loyalty and potential exploitation. In work groups, consisting

While 18 freehold apartments are planned for one part, the

of five to ten specialists, the employees create new con-

other part will be used completely as the headquarters of

cepts for customer management via chat, e-mail, blog, app

the MUUUH! Group.

or website.

In the place where handlebar grips for bicycles or table
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S I L I C O N VA L L E Y
IN OSNABRÜCK

The office was invited to the small competition for the
project “Hageloft/MUUUH! Group” by the builder Elmar
Grimm, who KRESINGS have already worked on a project for.
However, the first meeting was anything but successful:
the company founder already had a very concrete idea for
his office space, right from the start. “That was a little tricky
for all of us”, sums up Kilian Kresing. The entrepreneur adds:
“yes, I have to admit, at the first meeting, I was a little too
effervescent with my demands.” The briefing astonished
the team of architects: “He went from one idea to the next.
It felt as though he wanted to create the new Silicon Valley
of Lower Saxony, in an old factory in Osnabrück. The impact
of this boldness overwhelmed us a little at first, but at the
same time awakened our ambition. If I keep saying that I
want to hit the jackpot with a project, then we have to be
able to meet every challenge”, adds Kilian Kresing.
After intensive discussions with the whole team, everyone at KRESINGS agreed, that they wanted to complete this
assignment. In order to get away from the usual meeting
situation, the managing director and Jens Bormann met in
cities such as London and Pollença. There, they could be
inspired by the architecture and atmosphere. “In doing so,
we gradually built up a deep understanding of the MUUUH!
Group and the overarching vision”, says Kilian Kresing.
The first challenge was to design the transformation in
such a way, that the many ideas that Jens Bormann had for
the old factory, became one big one. “Yes, and then at some
point, you convinced me with your designs”, he adds.
The historical factory building including the gatehouse,
became a mixture of high quality loft apartments and extravagant office spaces during planning.

↑ This is what the Hagelof t should look like in future: apart from the
premises of the MUUUH! Group, there will also be freehold and rental
flats.
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TRAINING FOR
THE WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
DURING THE
LUNCHBREAK

minimalist surroundings tomorrow, there is always the right
toom for him. Everyone should be offered an environment
that inspires him”, says Raúl Zinni-Gerk, explaining the
creative background of the plans. It was a challenge for the
Project Manager and his team to achieve this goal with the
conversion. They created numerous mood boards with the
locations, where people like to spend their free time. They
collected pictures and materials of furniture, made lots of
sketches and designed the first layout plans.

↑ For years the old factory

Even for the neighbouring loft apartments, it is important

hall stood empty, now a

for the headquarters to emanate a relaxed atmosphere.

golden era is dawning for
the premises once again.

When the residents come home, and there is still a light bur“Above all, the gym stood out to me. During a meeting, I

ning in the office part, their first thought should not be that

mentioned in passing, that we had thought about partici-

people are still hard at work. They should see that people

pating in the dodgeball world champion. When I discovered

like to stay here – even after the working day has finished.

the gym in the first sketches, I knew, that the crackpot idea

Today’s meeting is primarily about the last points for the

could perhaps become a reality. If I win the title, I will throw

entrance. Whilst the old facade will be reinterpreted on the

a big party.”

right-hand side, the left-hand side will be cut out and com-

It is important to the entrepreneur, that in the workplace
it is not only about coming into the office to work and then
going home. He wants to create a work environment, that

pletely glazed, so that it allows a view of the thrilling design
of the entrance area from outside.
Before he leaves, Jens Bormann says: “With the MUUUH!

is like a little world, that offers a little escape and allows

Group, a golden age is dawning on the factory site again.”

mental leaps.

The next dodgeball world championship is getting closer,

The teams are always free to choose which open-

and if you ask the entrepreneur about his goals, he ans-

space work areas they congregate in. “For example, if the

wers: “Good ideas, always stay muuuh and become world

employee wants to go to a disco today, but Scandinavian,

champion.”

←

↑ The rounded windows will
also flood the staircase
with light in future.

SIMILAR PROJECTS:
Werft 16 in Düsseldorf, 2019
Anchor Gardens in Bielefeld, 2017
Regional Postal Directorate in Münster, 2020
Volksbank Erkelenz in Erkelenz, 2014

→
Project Manager Raúl

NINO structural engineering competence centre

Zinni-Gerk and student

in Nordhorn, 2010

assistant Natalie
Reufer-Wülfing go
through all the steps
again in the model.

→

kresings.com
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Kilian, what did your childhood smell of?
Quite colourful, but I can also remember the cool smell of
fresh concrete. I still really like that today.

What do you like about the current architectural culture?
Our architectural landscape must face many challenges today. I am very interested to see how the so-called building
culture jumps on this bandwagon.

If you were the King of Germany tomorrow, what would you
change straight away?
In our society, some things are presented in a very complex
way. This is hopefully also a big opportunity, but for good
and high-quality building, I would want to posit drastic simplifications in planning and regulation.

KILIAN
KRESING

Three words that describe your home:
Emotional, vibrant and open.

What are you most proud of?
Our team and people who believe in us and our ideas.

38

VISIONS

IN
BEST

COM
PANY
Until now, we have only told the stories with happy
endings. But we also have some designs, that just remain
an idea. We are in good company with this, because all firms
enter competitions with their best ideas, and in the end,
there can only be one winner.
We did not win the following projects, but we are confident in our design. However, in order that they are not lost,
we would like to show you them, and tell you about them.

←

Old railway headquarter
Stuttgart

„There were two big topics to consider
in the design: sound (from the very

busy road) and ventilation of the new

quarters (via the neighbouring viney-

ard to the North). Therefore, alongside
a big path, we also cut smaller paths

in the ground floor zones for pedestrians. Unfortunately, it was precisely

these pedestrian zones that lost it for
us in the end, as the jury were of the
opinion that we could get problems
with homeless people.

We particularly enjoyed drawing the
sections, as we tried out a new

representation, which looked very

nice, and reflected the idea very well.“
		

Matthias Povel

			competition team DUS

41

New build of an office building
Ratingen

„That was a very exciting assignment,
as the client is a large computer

games developer, with young, creative
and international employees. The idea
was to create a type of creative playground, as an interface between the

real world and play world. Both worlds
will be simply mirrored and placed

next to each other. This is reflected in
the facade, and spread across seve-

ral floors, with interactive zones in the

open and flexible floorplan. Our design
was a compact, simple and flexible
building, which is unique due to its
facade and its use.“

						
		

Liana Laios

		

competition team MS
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Feeling Home
St. Peter-Ording

„Our collection of beach houses was
oriented towards the relatively small
scale of St. Peter-Ording, in terms of
urban planning. The materiality in-

corporates the stilt houses onto the
beach, and gently blends in with the
dune landscape. What was fun was

the design process. This is always a

democratic process with us, and you

can really try out and discuss a lot. The
fact that we didn’t receive the project
in the end, was due to the elevation of
the building, which should not exceed

the surrounding houses. Unfortunately, it was not clear to us in the design
phase, that this was particularly
important to the town.“

			Ida Wilmsen
			competition team MS

45

HDCC
Heidelberg

“For the rebuilding of the Heidelberg
Convention Center, as a modern

trendsetter in the new district of

Bahnstadt, we decided on an innova-

tive hybrid building made of wood and
concrete.

The simple shape of the base absorbs
the urban planning room edges and
lead the visitors fluidly through the

public space into the building. The two

rooms and the five-storey conference
tower are stand-alone bodies in volu-

me, so that they form visual and urban
planning accents. So, we designed

this as a link, not only visually, but also
functionally, which can be experien-

ced by the visitor from inside and from
the accessible roof garden. As the

centre is a multifaceted concept, it

was really fun to design a flexible and
multifunctional room system.”

		Florian Baumgartner
		

competition team DUS
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Christian, what did your childhood smell of?
Of sea buckthorn and rosehip but also damp clay courts.

What annoys you about the current architectural culture?
It is annoying that many projects are now only about building quickly and cheap. The fact that cities and communities delegate their assignment for further development of
the public space to investors and balance it out with the
sale of prime inner-city plots of land to the highest bidder.

If you were the King of Germany tomorrow, what would you
change straight away?
Introduce an unconditional basic income for everyone,
ensure that people in caring professions are paid a sensible
salary, and that the discrepancy between poor and rich

CHRISTIAN
K AW E

does not increase even further.

Three words that describe your home:
central, quiet, light

What time would you travel to with a time machine?
I like living in the here and now.

48

E S TA B L I S H E D
METHODS

M E E T N E W W AY S

OF WORKING: BIM

W H O S AY S ,
IT HAS
TO B E
Now, you can see the wall

MAN
VERSUS
MACHINE?

behind Professor Moritz
Fleischmann again. Not
long ago, numerous
colourful post-its were
still hanging here, which
pointed out that a new
project was coming up.
However, there will not be
as many notes as for the
introduction of Building
Information Modelling
(BIM for short) for a long
time to come.
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OF WORKING: BIM

↓ Manager of the BIM process
Prof. Moritz Fleischmann,
checks the individual steps

W

once again, during implementation.

When there were no computers, more things were

is linked with Moritz Fleisch-

so”, remarks the architectural

handcrafted – with glue and a scalpel. This was the only

mann through a long friendship.

computer scientist. The design

way that a model could be made from ideas. Today, many

Long after studying together,

office also wants to develop

thoughts and information have become a giant database

they still spoke regularly. While

into specialists.

– at least at KRESINGS. When using Building Information

the professor for architectural

Whilst all the notes on the

Modelling (BIM), digital twins of later buildings are created,

informatics is impressed with

topic of “BIM implementation”

which go far beyond the three dimensions design. Informati-

what his study friend has built

gradually disappeared from

on can be added to the data at any time, for example about

up with the Düsseldorf office, in

the wall again, Moritz Fleisch-

material, life span, fire safety and costs. Everyone involved,

turn, he likes to get advice from

mann put a team together,

has continual access, and can adapt and expand the model

his former coursemate from

which completely dealt with

as it progresses.

time to time.

“This new technology is complex and anything but trivi-

clear to me, that I would have to think of a very structured

BIM-Cloud. In future, all projects should be worked on in this

Introducing BIM was real pioneering work, and we wanted to

concept, before we could get started”, says Moritz Fleisch-

way. KRESINGS also wanted to become a contact for other

be amongst the first, to work with it on this scale”, explains

mann about his new task. Then everything happened very

architectural firms, when it comes to digital integration. BIM

Kilian Kresing. BIM does not replace creative thinking, but

quickly: even before he had set up his desk, he noted down

helps to rationalise the tensions between creativity, plausi-

helps to see with complex projects, whether something can

everything that could be optimised, with regards to the

bility and costs.

be optimised, or supports by checking, whether for example

technical sequences in the office, what had to be conside-

all windows and doors open and close properly.

red and what should be provided for the individual phases,

at MAYLIVING + MAYOFFICE in Stuttgart. When designing

on individual post-its and wallpapered the walls with them.

the residential and office complex at Höhenpark Killesberg, it

ved in the project: whether it is discussion between offices

In addition, he passed this task on to his colleagues, so

has been shown that both the dedication of the professors

at different locations, or changes to individual areas on the

that he could write all the joint suggested improvements on

and the teams, and the investment in the technical infras-

building site. Everything can be adapted in real time, and

the note.

tructure paid off. In future, almost all to-do’s will be handled

everyone works with the most up to date information.
The introduction of BIM was a real feat: “we needed a

The Open BIM Strategy allows all important
documents of the individual planners to be
provided centrally. E-mails can be structured
and linked with to-dos, so, everything can be
bundled via a modern hybrid cloud infrastructure and efficiently processed.
With BIM, digital quality management can be
carried out, for example: collision detection,
defect detection, quality inspection, change
tracking and data analysis.

the topic of BIM, even in future, and continued to work on unique selling points like the

al. That is not something that we could learn in a workshop.

This makes cooperation easier between everyone invol-

BIM

“I was delighted with the new challenge, but it was

“I believed in the potential of BIm right from the start.
Little has been digitalised in construction until now. I ask

technical infrastructure, a team, which could specialise in

myself: why? Because we will also be faced with a trans-

it, and a man at the top, who could completely think himself

formation. As architects, we should therefore make a start,

into the topic – someone like Moritz”, adds Kilian Kresing. He

to become specialists in planning – and continue to be

The confirmation of this is the uncomplicated procedure

using BIM. But there will still be the odd post-it – not everything will go digital.

←
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M AY L I V I N G +
M AY O F F I C E

AT M AY B A C H S T R A S S E
IN ST U T TG ART

A
L O N G - D I S TA N C E
R E L AT I O N S H I P ,
T H AT W O R K S

Spatial distance is a
challenge for every relationship. There is a lack of
closeness and familiarity,
if you are kilometres away
from each other. This

WELL

applies both to love and
projects that KRESINGS
carry out from Münster
and Düsseldorf, throughout Germany. The
distance also had to be
overcome with the
project MAYLIVING +
MAYOFFICE in Maybachstraße.
Intermediate result for
a residential and office
building, which sets
new standards in many
regards.
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A
L O N G - D I S TA N C E
R E L AT I O N S H I P ,
T H AT W O R K S

WELL
F„Here,
U N the
K Tresidential
IONIE
RT
and working

world are bound together, just like
new and established methods of
architecture.“
			Jörn Ohling
			Project Manager
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FIRST OVERCOME
T H E D I S TA N C E
- THEN CONVINCE
THE EXPERTS

The competition for the property on Maybachstraße 18
– 20 by GIEAG Immobilien AG, based in Munich, already took

W

place in 2016. As it is a property, that is in a prominent location at the Höhenpark – a popular destination for Stuttgart
residents – the panel of experts of the design committee
of the city, also wanted to be convinced in a second step,
whose decision can also topple a project. His biggest interest, is for the new quarter to be attractive and sustainably
designed overall. The concept „Maybachstraße“ therefore
had to be right in terms of its urban planning, architectural,
open space and design quality. “We wanted to consider the
people who live nearby, to develop an authentic concept”,
explains Kilian Kresing. Discussions with the project developer of GIEAG and the residents helped a great deal with
this, and the architects got an idea of how two topics could

We are sitting in a taxi with Kilian Kresing and Christian

successfully merge into one project, with MAYLIVING +

Kawe. The air conditioning is on, it is pleasantly cool, alt-

MAYOFFICE.

hough it is summery and hot outside. Both of them know the

„We wanted to show, that we not only place importan-

route from Stuttgart train station to Maybachstraße very

ce on a superficial good design, but rather that we plan a

well by now and recognise some areas.

liveable project in every regard. Therefore, we planned fine

“We always get a picture of the place where we will be

MAYOFFICE + MAYLIVING
Rebuilding of a residential and office complex
Start of construction: 2018
Completion: 2020

Matthias Povel, Anna Wedi, Leonardo F. Micolta
Diaz, Veronika Zapukhla, Christian Kawe, Kilian
Kresing, Kai Binnewies, Maren Bohn

→

designing first. Without knowing how people live there, what

residential and business areas, early on,“ explained Kilian

they need and want, there cannot be a good design. Until

Kresing. Several appointments and presentations together

now, even taxi journey in Stuttgart has been a win for us”,

with GIEAG were not only able to convince the design coun-

says Christian Kawe.

cil, but also impress them. „As I say, the level of detail of the

When he travelled to South Germany during the compe-

design was already very high at the time, but still flexible

tition phase, together with Kilian Kresing or project manager

enough, so that we could comply with requests for chan-

Jörn Ohling, the taxi drivers were always the first to intro-

ges“, explained Christian Kawe. Now, the speech for May-

duce him to the city. “They knew, what Stuttgart residents

bachstraße has been passed on by the city of Stuttgart

were interested in at the time, how to get through the rush

as a standard for successful presentations and should help

hour traffic the quickest, or which beer gardens are the
most popular when the weather is nice. Our aim is for Maybachstraße to become a sought-after address too, which

Team: Jörn Ohling (Projektleiter), Tamás Rontó,

may-living.de / may-office.eu

details such as room layout and the exact usage ratio of

taxi drivers talk about in future.”

other architectural firms in their persuasive efforts in future.
↑ At the sales launch Kilian Kresing and
Thomas Männel, chairman of GIEAG,
reveal the model for the residential
and of fice building at Maybachstraße
together.

As our taxi comes round the corner, Jörn Ohling is
already expecting us. Today is another specialist planner’s
meeting, to discuss the next steps in detail on site.
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S T U T T G A R T I S AT T H E
FOOT OF THE DISTRICT

LIVING AND WORKING
IN ONE BUILDING

ned. Various catering concepts would also be conceivable,
which could revitalise the immediately neighbouring theatre square. The office and living area will be separate from
each other above the base, via joints. As the property is a
topographical idiosyncrasy due to its varying heights, the
base is completely immersed in the ground in some areas
and balances out the heights of the parts of the building
arranged above it.
Different access points also separate the two areas of

Before he carries on talking, he turns round and points

Even the competition requirements were very multiface-

“living” and “working”. The entrance to the living complex

ted: the district is only just in development. Many buildings

to the place, that will form the heart of the project: „Here,

leads directly to the landscaped courtyard. So, the resi-

are still in the planning stage, for example the extension for

there will be a large courtyard with a garden, which can be

dents come home, and can relax and take a deep breath,

the theatre, or are only located there for a certain time, like

used by all residents.“ Thanks to two building joints, that

even on the way to their door.

separate the block edge on the narrow sides, additional light

the temporary restoration for the Friedrichsbau Varieté. In
↑ Project meeting in the Düsseldorf

this environment, an aesthetic building should be designed,

studio.

With MAYLIVING + MAYOFFICE, KRESINGS has created

falls in the inside green area, and makes it appear even more

an address for both living environments, which can set new

inviting. “For private gardens, we have folded the south side

standards in relation to a sustainable “round-the-clock”

nants at the same time. The district is also close to the cen-

a little, so that a little more space remains in front of the ter-

usage of buildings and locations. “Maybachstraße will

tre, between Feuerbach and Killesberg, which is surrounded

races”, adds Christian Kawe. If there is a green oasis nearby,

become a place, where the workplace and home come

by the most popular, but also expensive residential areas in

which is a refuge for the Stuttgart residence, then this green

together wonderfully, and which positions the two worlds

Stuttgart, on the edge of its parkland. In this location, and

should also be continued in the neighbourhood.

better in relation to each other”, Kilian Kresing is convinced.

which is attractive for both business people and private te-

It should not only be relaxing outside, but also in front of

aspiration that arose from it, the project should be able to

Furthermore, the project MAYLIVING + MAYOFFICE has

the door, but also behind the flats: „We have a multifaceted

also strengthened the connection between the architectu-

district here, where people live and work. There is somet-

ral office and the builders. Even during the planning stage

fits into the centre of the district as harmoniously as possi-

hing going on any time of day and night. Noise cannot be

for Maybachstraße, KRESINGS was invited to a competition

ble. One special feature is also, that we build directly above

avoided. But the office blocks on the North side serve as

by GIEAG for the so called KWARTIER in Karlsruhe. The team

the most travelled long-distance railway tunnel in Europe.

excellent sound proofing. The two areas „living” and “wor-

was able to win it against the strong competition. With the

This required intensive co-ordination with the construc-

king“ should indeed form one unit as a building, yet we want

concept of the contribution, it convinced the independent

tion and urban planning office and Deutsche Bahn. Lots of

future residents not to be disturbed by the hustle and bustle

jury, meaning that a new residential building project with

things only came up once we got into the details”, remem-

of everyday working life next door“, remarks Jörn Ohling.

250 rental and freehold flats will soon emerge in the

assert itself.
“We imagined a residential and business building, which

The two parts of the building share one base, which

bers the project manager.

contains all public uses. A day-care centre is already plan-

Without using Building Information Modelling (BIM), the
team of architects would surely have had to travel to Stutt-

Karlsruhe district. This will integrate well into the existing
environment and contribute to the development of a good
neighbourhood.

←

gart more often, instead of only for important appointments
such as today. With BIM, many discussions and tests could
also be carried out from a distance: „It is a big relief, to be
able to access all information digitally and up to date. You

SIMILAR PROJECTS:

have to imagine it like this: our client is in Munich, we are
KWARTIER – Karlsruhe living & working,

in Düsseldorf and Münster, and the whole thing is being

completion not determined yet

carried out here in Stuttgart. That would have been a huge
expenditure of time, if we hadn’t planned using BIM. The

Office building environ in Rheine, 2019

project participants at GIEAG also confirmed to us, that our
long-distance relationship with BIM is working well”, conti-

Office building Capgemini / Spie in Ratingen, 2017

nues Jörn Ohling.
Volksbank Erkelenz in Erkelenz, 2014

With the help of digital planning, all of the functions of
the design could be tested directly, and individual points,
such as the inclination angle of the underground garage entrance, could be optimised, even in the design.

→

Headquarters Mitsubishi Electric Europe in

This is what beautiful

Ratingen, 2015

summer evenings on
Maybachstraße will
look like in future.

→

kresings.com
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PROSPECT

TO A G O O D

NEIGH
BOUR
HOOD

Shortly before the editorial deadline, we received the
message that we had won the competition for KWARTIER
in Karlsruhe by GIEAG Immobilien AG, who we have already
worked with on the project MAYLIVING+MAYOFFICE.
The surroundings of the Karlsruhe district showed us the
way, and we seized upon the many details, colours and the
close, charming connection of the district, and taken them
further. Our multicoloured residential building focuses on a
good neighbourhood. Due to different heights, protrusions
and recesses and balconies and window facades, the neighbours become visible, if they walk through the glazed corridor for example. This means that an open and friendly living
ambience is created, completely different to many city flats,
which tend to favour anonymity rather than togetherness.
Our idea, is that helpful, interested, close co-existence,
should be typical of city living in future.

←

TO B E C O N T I N U E D. . .
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REBUILDING OF THE
SOS-KINDERDORF
IN DÜSSELDORFG A R AT H

PEO
PLE
ARE
THE PRIORI T Y
– AND AN
OLD OAK

Today, the air in Düsseldorf-Garath smells
invitingly of charcoal and
happy murmurings sound
through the streets.
In future, this welcome
feeling should prevail,
when the new SOSKinderdorf is a contact
point for all residents of
Garath.
We are guests at a
festival which introduces
the change for a whole
district.
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“In our work, we always make
people the priority. Thanks to
KRESINGS we can follow this
mission even better in Garath and
get even closer to the residents
with a new centre.”

PEO
PLE
		
Herbert Stauber
			Manager of SOS-Kinder			dorf

ARE
THE PRIORI T Y
– AND AN
OLD OAK
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REBUILDING OF THE
SOS-KINDERDORF
IN DÜSSELDORFG A R AT H

←
→
The new SOS-Kinderdorf:
A wooden model was built
for the neighbourhood
festival, so that the Garath

E

Every child needs the protection of a family, to be emp-

residents can see their
new centre on a small
scale.

Today, the neighbourhood festival is taking place, where
the plans for the new build are presented to the residents for the first time, on the premises. The employees of
SOS-Kinderdorf will be on hand to answer the questions
of the residents of Garath. Herbert Stauber, manager of
↓ Until now the two girls were in the playgroup
in the multi-generational house Hell-Ga. From
summer 2019 they can play together in the
new, bigger house.

SOS-Kinderdorf, also invited Project Manager Stephanie Reif
and Christian Kawe.
“This build required a great deal of empathy from us”, explains Stephanie Reif, “on the one hand, because the work

owered for a self-determined life. That is why Hermann Gmei-

being done here is unbelievably important, and on the other

ner founded the first SOS-Kinderdorf in1949. It should be a

hand, because we are able to help design a special district

place, where children can find a substitute family.

here. The aid organisation is not only dedicated to children,

There are now 134 child welfare institutions worldwide,

but also for example single parents and older people. This

which have expanded into other areas too, and offer senior

means that we are creating a contact point for many diffe-

clubs, project groups and leisure opportunities for all. There is

rent needs and generations here.” In Garath, a site will be

a total of 16 inter-generational institutions in Germany. In sum-

designed, which brings together the multitude of offerings.

mer 2020 the new SOS-Kinderdorf will open in Düsseldorf,

The ensemble, which consists of various building parts,

and will replace the old, scattered facilities in Garath.

should become the social centre for everyone in Garath in
future.
Even during the competition for the new SOS-Kinderdorf,
manager Herbert Stauber had a good feeling, when he saw
the plans of the project team: “I noticed immediately, that
you were aware of our social mission and the relevance of
our work”, he remembers. During the presentation to the

SOS-KINDERDORF
Rebuilding of the SOS-Kinderdorf in Düsseldorf
Start of construction: 2018
Completion: 2019/2020

town and the employees of the aid organisation, the focus
was on the people, who should want to stay in the new core
of the district as often as possible, feel at home, and experience a great deal there.
Until now, there was a small district meeting for day care
and events. There was also a youth club, a small multi-ge-

Team: Stephanie Reif (Projektleiterin),
Christian Kawe, Xenia Klaschik, Jenny Fischer,
Eyleen Pahl, Jörn Ohling

→

sos-kinderdorf.de/kinderdorf-duesseldorf

nerational house and two day care centres.

→
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“As everything developed gradually, rooms or buildings

„As a SOS ambassador, I was able to see the work in

were also only found step by step. Everything was spread

the Kinderdorf Düsseldorf for myself. By building the new

out, and there was no connection between the individual

SOS-Kinderdorf centre, a place will be created with a

institutions”, analyses Stephanie Reif, before she explained

multitude of offerings, which makes me very happy.

the plans of her team further. “In the designs, we took apart

A starting point for people of all ages and in any life

every house that already existed, reconfigured them, and

situation.“

relocated them to another place in our model. You have to

– Nazan Eckes

imagine this like children with their building blocks. Then, we
did that until we were happy with our concept”, explains
the project manager. The aim is for everything to be as open
and friendly as possible. For example, the facade made of
natural, vertical wooden slats, wraps around the individual
buildings, making them look more uniform. The rounded

AT T H E H E A R T O F I T

corners guide visitors and look inviting. This open and welcoming feeling is also reinforced by the mostly floor-to-ceiling windows, which make every room light and friendly. In
addition, the educational centre is also clearly visible from

↓ This is the view of the new centre
from the back.

the road, and therefore is directly recognisable as a contact
point. The pedestrian link between Matthias-Erzberger-Stra-

KRESINGS and Herbert Stauber wanted to approach the

ße and Garather Schlossallee will be kept, so that a link is

change cautiously and include the people who this meeting

created between the existing pedestrian zone and the new

point is intended for in future. “We didn’t want to just put up

centre with a kid’s playground and a café.

a site fence, send in the diggers and invade the heart of a
district. There has been a large residential complex on this
site for decades, that everyone knows, and which is part of
the cityscape. The old oak which has been here for ever will
also stay”, explains Christian Kawe.
That’s why the employees of SOS Kinderdorf organised today’s festival, to make the changeover easier for the
neighbours. There is food and drink and numerous partition
walls, with plans and visualisations hanging on them. The
places around the walls are in demand. The wooden model,
which shows everything in detail on a small scale, is being
admired. There is particular interest in the multi-generational
house, where the project rooms will be later. There will be
leisure activities for pregnant women and seniors in there,
for example yoga and knitting. One special feature is that
these rooms can be joined together to make one big room,
and larger events or workshops can take place in it. The
day care centres and the educational centre will also be
centrally located. Even the new play area already has a
place in the model. Slightly off to the side, there are two new
residential buildings, in which two Kinderdorf families can
find a home.

→
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The mood is a mixture of relief and curiosity. People are
happy that something is changing and are asking questions.
An older lady is already very much looking forward to the
new multi-generational house. This means that in future she
can connect with her neighbours and overcome loneliness.

STRENGTHEN
COMMUNITY

We also meet a young mother at this afternoon at the festival. She grew up in Garath and so knows the old youth club.
“As a single parent, I would like to try to do a training course
in the coming year”, she says. Therefore, the childcare service that will be available from 2020, will be particularly relevant to her. “Such conversations show us, that we can not
only create a diverse meeting point here, but also prospects
for the people”, remarks the project manager.
When planning the new centre, the team therefore al-

Herbert Stauber wanted people to feel at home here, and

ways thought and considered how this could be transferred

for many different cultural circles, age groups and income

to the design, for the assignment for the SOS-Kinderdorf.

levels to come into and remain in contact with each other.

SOS-Kinderdorf e.V. creates living spaces, where children,

“We have two Turkish supermarkets here, one shop with

young people and their families are accepted, and can feel

Russian specialities, clothing shops and cafés. It is a

like they belong. This is exactly what will be reflected in Ga-

colourful community, that interacts in a peaceful and friend-

rath. “Our service can now be significantly expanded, due to

ly way.” He is sure, that these different groups will come

the new building”, explains Herbert Stauber.

together more easily in future, and not be lost in the indivi-

In future, all the buildings will be arranged around the
square with the great oak, which forms the focus of the

dual corners of Garath.
He is equally convinced, that there will be many more

whole thing. “We wanted to create a village-like and perso-

neighbourhood festivals like the one today to come. Herbert

nal atmosphere and facilitate access to the diverse services

Stauber and his team want to leave the planning for this

of SOS-Kinderdorf” explains Stephanie Reif.

up to the residents of Garath: “We have already had lots of
ideas about what we could do for the opening celebration
of the new SOS-Kinderdorf. Perhaps we could also motivate
residents of the neighbouring districts to come to Garath
more often. I don’t know whether it will work, but we will try,
just like we will try everything to make Garath liveable for its
residents.”

←

← Manager Herbert Stauber
and his employees are
available to answer
questions at the neighbourhood festival.

SIMILAR PROJECTS:
Daycare centre St. Lucia in Emsdetten, 2015
Student residential complex Boeselagerstraße in

↑ The first step is always to pick up the

Münster, 2014

drawing pad: in individual sketches,
the project team gets closer to the

Akademie Franz-Hitze-Haus in Münster, 2012

new SOS-Kinderdorf.

→

kresings.com
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THE SOUND OF
#KRESINGS

Is there one song that is always
played before every competition?
We listened carefully at KRESINGS, to
see which favourite songs and podcasts were played before, after and
during creative work.
What came out is a really wonderful
playlist –

THIS IS THE
SOUND OF
#KRESINGS!
ARTISTS
→ Bon Iver
→ Yann Tiersen
→ Paul Kalkbrenner
→ Manu Chao
→ NU
→ Mollono Bass
PLAYLISTS
→ Sound von Düsseldorf 		
(iTunes)
→ Indie Kicks

→ Nicolas Jaar
→ Nightmares On Wax
→ Jazz Liberatorz

→ Pink Floyd
→ Fleetwood Mac
→ Irish Pub Rock
→ Xavier Rudd
→ Foo Fighters

→ Cuba – Marcos Espiñera

→ Bad Religion

→ I Love My `90s Hip-Hop – 		

→ A Perfekt Circle
→ Slipknot

Spotify
→ Peaceful Piano – Spotify

→ Phoneheads

→ Crème flash

→ Jay-Z

→ Mold but gold

→ A Tribe Called Quest

→ Me Gustas Reggeaton

→ Sleaford Mods
→ JazzMaTazz
→ Gang Starr

PODCASTS
→ Fest & Flauschig – Jan 		
Böhmermann & Olli Schulz

→ The Jazzual Suspects
→ Eddie Vedder
→ Dub Inc.

ALBUMS
→ Flume – Skin

→ Chet Faker
→ Chilly Gonzales
→ Kings of Leon
→ War of Drugs
→ Green Day

→ Fugees
→ The xx

→ The Matthew Herbert 		
Big Band
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